PRESIDENTS REPORT - June 2013
As usual, Gill Souter has put together an excellent Winter Ettremist packed with entertaining reports
written by members about many of the Clubs recent trips and activities plus some great piccies.
Thanks to the members who have led these and made it such an action packed Autumn.
Unfortunately we have had a couple of accidents over this time, that I know of, and all were just
unlucky. Peter Price went over the handlebars of his mountain bike, Brett jumped a gap in a rock
platform straight into a solid branch with his head and Margaret put her hand out as she stumbled on
the easy section of a walk and dislocated here elbow. Last I heard all three are ok though Margaret
must still be careful with her arm and I am hoping Brett will eventually remember who I am.
You should have read in the current Ettremist that we have reduced the number of General and
Committee Meetings in a year by one each to better match our programming. Now that we have
quarterly programs rather than two-month programs the Committee thought it best if we have a
General Meeting the month before the next program starts and a Committee Meeting the month
before that. That way if the Committee have any issues that need to go to the membership, they do
this the following month and at the same time remind the members about the upcoming program
deadlines, and any decisions made at the General Meeting can be published in the Ettremist. So the
General Meetings will be the last month of the season ie. February, May, August, November and the
Committee Meetings the month before each of these ie. April, July, and October. There is no
meeting in January therefore one less Committee Meeting than General. The meeting nights are
shown on the program so you don't need to remember them.
Unfortunately Sue is stepping down as Secretary at the August AGM so if you feel like this is your
calling please let me know. At the AGM all positions are open for nominations so please see me if
you would like to be involved or nominate someone for a position.
Also Brett and I no longer have a landline so refer the Ettremist for our mobile number. A couple of
walks still have our old number listed so its easiest to find our number under President on the top of
the front page. We check emails regularly so this is always a good option.
Karen Davis

